
Thank you for introduction. I am very happy to have an opportunity to present 
our introduction to you.

Today I would like to be talking about current and future of automotive 
security.



Let me first agenda of my presentation. 

First, I am going to talk about self-introduction includes Nagoya and Nagoya 
University.

Then, I will talk about automotive security and our activities, in particular, I am 
going to explain our research topics in terms of AUTOSAR and security.

Finally, I will conclude my talk.
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This slide is my introductions. I am an associate professor at Nagoya 
University. After graduate, I worked at AISIN AW Co., LTD to develop 
CAR navigation systems as software engineers for 6 years. After that, 
I left for Nagoya University. My research interests are real-time 
scheduling and cybersecurity. 
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Nagoya is center city of third largest metropolitan area in Japan. And 
Nagoya Located around the center of Japanese main island between 
Tokyo and Oosaka.

And Nagoya also center of manufacturing industry in Japan, because 
automotive industry are concentrated around Nagoya.

Then, Nagoya university located in Nagoya city. And also the rank of 
university seems within 10 universities of Japan.
And Nagoya University has produced more Nobel Prize winners than 
any other universities in Japan (until today, six have been produced).
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Toyota city has the headquarters of Toyota Motor Corp where is near to 
Nagoya.

Kariya city also has many auto parts suppliers such as DENSO and AISIN.

And Okazaki city has the headquarters of Mitsubishi motor corporation.

Hamamatsu city has the headquarters of SUZUKI and YAMAHA motor 
corporations.

As a result, a location of Nagoya is good to corroborate with several auto 
companies in Japan.
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Next, I will talk about introduction of center for embedded computing 
systems. This center called NCES for short.
As can be seen, this picture is Prof Hiroaki Takada. He is a director of 
NCES. 
Our objectives are to establish a research and educational hub for 
embedded systems for satisfying strong industrial demands on 
technologies and human resources. And We analyze industry issues 
and needs,  reflected in the research at the university.
For example, in past major research projects, TMC and auto suppliers 
has launched a number of research projects to solve their problems.
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Here's a list of the current projects.

Our projects are divided into research projects and education projects.

Currently, we has 3 major research projects. In terms of automotive security, 
we do joint research with several suppliers. Sumitomo corroborates with us 
about 10 years to develop scheduling for in-vehicle networks and automotive 
security.

Panasonic also corroborates with us about 3 years to develop the automotive 
security evaluation method such as pen testing and fuzz testing.

dSPACE also corroborates with us to develop the security evaluation method 
integrating with HILs from 2 years ago.
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Embedded technology is the largest exhibition of embedded systems area in 
Japan. In ET, Prof. Takada talked about the future of cyber security in cars. 
Then, our security solution won the award in ET 2014. This our security 
solution is also presented in escar EU 2014, which is called the centralized 
authentication in CAN.
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AUTOSAR has two major problems. One is a runtime overhead is very larger 
than traditional baremetal programing. Another one is the inefficient support 
for functional safety an security.

Therefore, our research focuses to develop AUTOSAR based software 
platform with our improvement to achieve high quality and high reliability.

And also, main activities of this project has following two topics. One is to 
build a improved AUTOSAR platform. And another one is contributing the 
standardization and publishing open source of AUTOSAR platform from 
TOPPERS project
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A part of our research results are opened to the public as open source 
software from TOPPERS projects. TOPPERS is launched by Prof. Hiroaki 
Takada.

And, objectives of TOPPERS projects is to develop various open source 
software for embedded systems including RTOS. Main activities of TOPPERS 
project is building a “definitive uITRON-conformant RTOS”. And also includes 
developing a next generation RTOS and embedded technologies.
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This slides are summarized major products of TOPPERS.

TOPPERS JSP are based on uITRON 4.0 which is a last version of uITRON. 

For automotive software, ATK1 which means that automotive kernel based on 
OSEK/VDX OS is released. 

Next Automotive product are ATK2 which compliant with AUTOSAR OS. Of 
Couse, if you are interested in our product, all software can be downloaded 
from the TOPPERS website.
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This slide shows the major real-products of TOPPERS.

For example, TOPPERS JSP are applied to several consumer applications 
such as printer form EPSON and KARAOKE microphone from Panasonic. 
And also, a cell phone from sharp employed TOPPERS FMP which based on 
multi-core RTOS. 

In automotive domain, TOPPERS ATK1 has been adopted to Skyline Hybrid 
from NISSAN and KIZASHI from SUZUKI Motor Corporations. In addition, 
TOPPERS HRP has been adopted to Japanese rocket and satellite control 
units because the (JAXA which means Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) 
corroborate with us.
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In 2012, TOPPERS HRP is used for guidance control computer, was 
successfully launched from Tanegashima. After that, JAXA employs 
TOPPERS HRP continuously. This is the picture that  Prof Takada took in 
Tanegashima.
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This slide shows that Automotive Platform Consortium Member companies. 
The number of our consortium member companies reached 25 companies as 
of the end of 2016.
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I also categorized automotive consortium member companies.

As OEM, Toyota mortar corporation and MAZDA and SUZUKI motor 
corporation has joined our consortium. And also, as Tier 1 supplier, DENSO, 
AISIN, TOYOTA Industries Corporation, TOKAI RIKA YAZAKI and Fujitsu ten 
also joined our consortiums.
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Here is the research results of AP consortium.

We built the several classes of AUTOSAR OS, such as SC1 and SC3.

SC1 employs the basic function of the AUTOSAR, and SC1 also compliant 
with OSEK/OS.

And, to achieve functional safety, we develop SC3 which includes memory 
protection profiles.

Then, to connect the CAN networks, we developed the communication stack 
and RTE generators.

If you are interested in, you can download them from TOPPERS web site.
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I will talk about my current development status of toppers /atk2.

We develop the several functional safety features for satisfy the requirement 
of ISO 26262.

On the other hand, currently, we avoid using the term “open source”, because 
AUTOSAR requires those who commercially exploit software based on 
AUTOSAR to be AUTOSAR partner.

Thus, we were involved with the start-up of new company.
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In July 2017, we totally get 2 billion Japanese yen from several funds and 
suppliers.
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Today



Let me mention briefly why we decided to conduct the present study.

In the last decade, security attacks in vehicles have been increasing and have 
been reported in several papers.

However, existing vehicles are not designed to meet current and future 
security challenges.

In addition, the CAN protocol does not provide security features such as an 
authenticating transmitter and encrypted message payloads.

As a result, an adversary can connect equipment to the CAN bus and easily 
gain access and inject counterfeit messages.
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Researchers do experimental Security Analysis in modern automobiles.
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As you can see, we give two examples of our expected use case of spoofing 
attacks.

First scenario illustrates an example of counterfeit data transmission on a 
CAN by the manipulated ECU.

To protect this attack, we need to check the validity of the control software 
program in each ECU.

Second scenario illustrates an example of injecting counterfeit messages from 
unauthorized equipment.

To protect this action, the end-nodes need the authentication mechanism to 
prevent the unauthorized messages.
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From the other point of view, OEM require the cost effective solutions.

Therefore, our goal is to propose a first step to achieve a secure in-vehicle 
systems.

In our system, all legitimate nodes do not detect and reject unauthorized 
messages, because of easy migration from existing systems to our proposed 
systems.

By taking advantage of the broadcast bus, Our solution is that the monitor 
node can be responsible for these nodes by proxy.

We provide message authentication and integrity by including a Message 
authentication codes in a message but not encryption.
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Almost related works are employed distributed approaches.

Distributed approach achieves very high-security performance.

However, almost solution is difficult to apply to a traditional CAN.
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And, I think the related solutions is too expensive.
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We assume as follows. The monitor node 
belongs to one of monitoring CAN bus.

The monitor node authenticates all other 
nodes which it belongs to monitoring CAN 
bus.

The monitor node authenticates all CAN 
messages with Message Authenticate 
Codes (MACs).
To achieve cost-effeciency, CaCAN achieves some advantages from existing 
method. One is a hardware extension is only monitoring nodes. And easy 
install to existing in-vehicle systems.

Then, we plan to implement the real central gateway of sumitomo. 
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As can be seen, this slide shows the state of the escar EU 2015. At this 
conference, we presented the research topics and demonstrates the CaCAN 
system in tabletop.
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The details of secure gateway are discussed in later.
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I will tale about the assumption  of secure gateway.
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To illustrate the concept of our proposed secure gateway (SecGW), we 
provide in this figure a diagrammatic view of its components and the 
interactions between ECUs on the buses.

The main features of SecGW are a DoS attack detection, error-frame 
monitoring, and malware detection mechanisms.

All security features are implemented in a gateway to enable cost 
effectiveness. However, some features can be implemented on ECUs to 
improve the security levels. The details of security function will be explained in 
later:
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In terms of security, existing software-based approach cannot achieve two 
aspects.

One is the secure updating of routing tables and whitelists. Thus, the security 
gateway can achieve secure updating by using a secure process.

The other is the reduction in gateway performance.

By executing protections in secure hardware (with minimum reliance 
software), we significantly reduce the possibility of malware subverting the 
protective mechanisms and thereby achieve a low-overhead technique.
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In the interest of time, I would like to omit this item
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Next topics is a fuzz testing for in-vehicle networks.
As far as we know, although existing research mentions fuzzing tests of CAN, 
there is no mention of fuzzing tests of CAN-FD. Therefore, with this paper we 
have designed and evaluated a fuzzing test tool that supports CAN-FD.
We implemented CAN and CAN-FD fuzzing tools by integrating bestorm.
As a results, We already presented this research topics at IEEE international 
conference.
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We have designed and implemented to integrate the existing fuzzing tool 
beSTORM with a CAN-FD interface.

As CAN-FD interface, we used FPGA board DE0-NANO. 

The beSTORM is necessary to define a protocol module. It is assumed that 
the protocol module will be described in the XML format.

The fuzzing data generated by beSTORM is transmitted from the COM port of 
the PC to DE0-NANO by the called function inside the DLL.

In our tool, this fuzzing data is received in the DE0-NANO from the UART 
port, converted to a CAN/CAN-FD frame, and transmitted to the ECU that is 
the evaluation target.
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Let me summarize my talk.

We have successfully developed new security functionalities for in-vehicle 
systems.

The implementation results confirms that our proposed solutions improves 
security performance compared to the performance of non-secure systems. 

Finally, we plan to investigate the following in future works.

1) Machine learning for automotive security

2) Appropriate security functionalities 
based on embedded techniques

Thank you for your kind attention.
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(A) I’m sorry, I couldn’t hear you.  Would you say that again.

(B) I don’t quite understand your question. Could you please rephrase your 
question?

(C) I totally agree with you. 

(D) That’s very challenging question for me to answer.

I’m not sure I’m qualified enough to answer your question, but I’ll try.

(E) That’s a question I’m not sure I can answer right now.

The question you just asked me is hard to answer. It would require further 
research.

I’m sorry I can’t answer that question since I’m still working on it myself.
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